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Dear triathletes,

What a great season we have had. From a sunny DTS HLMRMEER to the sound of squeaking tires on the 
track at DTS GP ZANDVOORT. After DTS OUDERKERK we started the final sprint to the last race of this 
season: DTS BOSBAAN.

Hereby the Participant information for next Saturday. Read this carefully. It contains essential information 
for your race.

The water temperature will be online from Wednesday and although there was still a lot of Blue-green 
algae three weeks ago, it seems that this has disappeared last week due to all the rain showers and cool 
temperatures. However, we will only know exactly on Saturday whether the water quality is sufficient for 
swimming. Testing will be done this week. Fingers crossed!

See you next Saturday at the Amsterdam Bosbaan.

With kind regards,

Lars Vreugdenhil
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THE LOCATION
DTS BOSBAAN is organized around the Bosbaan in Amstelveen.

Address:
Bosbaan 10
1182 AG Amstelveen

ACCESSIBILITY AND PARKING PARKING
The parking lot is located next to the event area at the main entrance of the Amsterdamse Bos 
and parking is free.
 
With public transport
There are various options for traveling to DTS BOSBAAN by public transport.
The nearest train station is Amsterdam Zuid station. From here you can take the bus to the 
starting location. Before you leave, you can consult the following websites for personal advice:
• www.9292ov.nl
• www.connexxion.nl
• www.gvb.nl
• www.maps.google.com

PROGRAMMA

06:30 uur Registratie en bike Check-in open (OD)

08:00 uur Wave 1: Olympic Distance Invidual

09:30 uur Wave 2: Olympische Distance individual & Relay Teams

12:30 uur Wave 3: Sprint Distance individual - Rookie Race

13:00 uur Medal Ceremony Olympic Distance

13:15 uur Wave 4: Sprint Distance individual & Relay Teams

14:00 uur Wave 5: Sprint Distance individual 

14:45 uur Wave 6: Sprint Distance individual  

14:45 uur Wave 7: STRONGERTHENEVER challenge individual & Relay

14:45 uur Wave 8: Open Amsterdams Kampioenschap - Sprint

16:00 uur Medal Ceremony Sprint Distance 
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REGISTRATION
You can pick up the registration kit that you need to participate in DTS BOSBAAN before the start
at the registration tent behind the finish. In the registration kit you will find, among other things,
a start number and accessories. If you do not own these, you will not be able to participate in the
competition. When you have ordered a finisher shirt, you can pick it up directly at the registration
tent.

Important: The registration desk is open from 06:30 AM (OD) and 11:00 AM (Sprint). You can pick
up the registration kit up to 30 minutes before the start of your wave. It is recommended that 
you arrive at least one hour in advance. Notifying changes at the counter is possible up to 45 
minutes before the start of your wave.

REGISTRATIONKIT
The registration kit includes the following items:
• Start number
• Sticker sheet (helmet sticker, bicycle sticker, bag label)
• Silicone swim cap
• MyLaps timing chip with matching ankle bracelet

START NUMBER BAND AND START NUMBER
To confirm your start number, it is recommended to wear a start number band. If you don't have
this yet, you can purchase it for €10 at the registration desk. The start number must be attached
to the start number band or to an elastic band. The start number must be worn during the bike
and run part. While cycling you wear the start number on your back (mandatory) and while 
walking you wear the start number on your stomach (mandatory).

STICKER SHEET
All participants receive a sticker sheet with stickers for the bicycle, helmet and possibly for a bag.

BIKE STICKER
Attach the bike sticker to the seat post with the number pointing to the rear. The number must
be clearly visible from the left and right sides. Do not remove the bike sticker until you have 
checked out of the transition zone. When checking in and checking out in the transition zone, it
is checked whether your number on your bike matches your BIB number.

HELMET STICKER
Stick the sticker on the front of the helmet.
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SWIMCAP
During the swim part it is mandatory to wear the silicone swim cap of the organization. It is 
allowed to wear your own swimming cap, but it may only be UNDER the swim cap of the 
organization and not be visible.

TIMING CHIP
The timekeeping during DTS BOSBAAN is provided by MyLaps. You need to wear the timing chip
with its strap around your LEFT ankle (so it can't hit your bike chain). It is important that you do 
not carry the chip anywhere else, because in that case the time registration may fail due to too 
great a distance from the chip to the mat. Individual participants keep the timing chip on for the
entire match. Team participants receive a timing chip per team that must be passed after each 
event.

Below we have an example of how the chip should be attached to the attached strap:

 

Important: All rented chips must be returned after the race in the appropriate bin positioned 
immediately after the finish. If the chip is not returned, we will charge an amount of € 20.
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BEFORE THE RACE
THE TRANSITION ZONE
The transition zone is located on the lawn behind the Rowing Federation building (Sprint) or on
the rowing deck (OD). The OD transition zone is open from 6:30 AM to 2:00 PM and the Sprint 
transition zone is open from 11:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Make sure to get your gear ready on time and 
go through the substitution area carefully to make sure your match goes as smoothly as possible.

CHECK-IN TRANSITION ZONE
Before the race, place all your necessary gear in the transition zone on the
reserved place. When checking in your belongings, keep the following in mind:
• Make sure the necessary stickers are applied to the helmet and bicycle.
• Wear a helmet when entering the transition area.
• Your bicycle and helmet are checked for safety.
It is important to ensure that you have a properly working bike before the start of the race. It 
doesn't have to be a racing bike. A city bike in good condition is also allowed. Our jury checks the
brakes, whether there are caps on the handlebar brackets and whether the strap of the helmet is
tight enough. The moment your bike is not considered safe, the jury will not let you start, safety 
comes first. Bicycles that are not in good condition will not be allowed into the transition area.
• The bicycle must be placed in the bicycle rack that belongs to your start wave and start number.
At the ends of the transition zone you will find signs indicating which starting numbers are 
where in the transition zone. At your place in the transition zone, there is also a label with your 
name and start number on it.

WETSUIT
We use the World Triathlon competition rules for the use of wetsuits during DTS BOSBAAN.

Swimming Distance                Minimum:                Mandatory under:                  Prohibited:
Up to and including 1500m.   13°C                            15.9°C                                          22°C and above
                                                       (below 13°C = RBR)
 
The water temperature measured on the day of the event is decisive. Any measurements prior to
the event are indicative and are not a reliable basis for the expected temperature during the 
competition. The timing chip should be attached to the left ankle UNDER the wetsuit. This 
prevents the chip from coming loose when you take off the wetsuit.

Important: To avoid mixing up the wetsuits, we recommend that you put your name in your 
wetsuit.
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RENT A WETSUIT
It is possible to rent a wetsuit for every triathlon. You can rent a wetsuit via the Mylaps (Njuko) 
registration form. Didn't you rent a wetsuit during your registration? Then you can still rent and
order it via this link: www.bijvoetsport.nl/triathlon/verhuur-wetsuit/ .You can pick up your rented
wetsuit on race day at the Bijvoet tent on the event site. You can rent a bike when you register via
the registration form. You can pick up the rented bike from the WielRent bus behind the 
Roeibond building. 

BRIEFING
A briefing will take place 15 minutes before the start of each wave. During this briefing, the most
important matters relating to the competition will be reiterated. In addition, any changes will be
communicated during this briefing. The briefing takes place on the jetty at the swim start.

Important: Every participant must be present at the briefing prior to his or her start wave.

WARMING - UP
After the briefing there is an opportunity to swim in until the starter asks all participants to line 
up at the starting line. It's a water start which means everyone lines up at the starting line in the
 water and waits for the starting gun to start and then their race starts.

THE RACE 
Olympic Distance
Swimming: 1500 meters (1 lap)
Cycling: 40 kilometers (4 laps)
Running: 10 kilometers (2 laps)

Sprint Distance
Swimming: 750 meters (1 lap)
Cycling: 20 kilometers (4 laps)
Running: 5 kilometers (5 laps)

SWIMMING PART
• Wearing the swimming cap issued by the organization is mandatory.
• It's a water start meaning everyone lines up at the start line in the water and waits for the 
starting gun, then runs into the water to start the swim segment.

CHANGE FROM SWIMMING TO BIKE
• You can change clothes at your bike in the rack.
• It is not allowed to stand completely naked in the transition area.
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Important: It is forbidden to cycle in the transition area. Only when you have completely passed
the bar at the end of the transition zone, you can get on and start cycling.

THE BIKE PART
• Wearing a helmet is mandatory.
• Drafting is not allowed. You must stay at least 12 meters behind your predecessor. Overtaking is
of course allowed.
• You are responsible for driving the correct number of laps. If afterwards it appears that you have
completed fewer laps, you will be disqualified.

Important: If you sit too close to your predecessor, you draft. You can get a warning from the 
judges on the bike for this. If this is observed more often with you, you will be disqualified. We 
don't have a penalty tent. With 2 or more warnings, DSQ will be added to your name in the 
results. It is not possible to register a protest. Jury and organization decision are binding.

Important: Overtaking on the right is strictly prohibited and will be penalized by the jury with a 
DSQ.

Important: As a participant in DTS BOSBAAN you are simply a traffic participant. You must at all
times follow the instructions of the traffic controllers, the organization and any emergency 
services. If emergency services have to enter the route to reach their destination, the race can be
briefly stopped for this. Emergency services always have priority over the race.

SWITCH FROM CYCLING TO RUNNING
• You must have dismounted before you pass the mountline when entering the transition area.
• Place your bike at the correct spot in the transition area.
• Your helmet may only be removed once you have placed the bike in the rack.

THE RUNNING PART
• At the end of your last lap you will be led into the finish area. You are responsible for running the
correct number of rounds. If after the finish it appears that you have run too few laps, you are 
disqualified.
• A care post has been set up on the running course where water and sports drinks are provided.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR RELAY TEAMS (Relay)
A team has only one timing chip in total. This chip actually counts as a 'relay baton'. The timing 
chip must be transferred and attached to the teammate's left ankle before he/she can start the 
next event. The registration kit contains three start numbers. Each team member has his own 
start number, because you can only enter the transition zone on presentation of your start 
number. During the race, one bib number must be worn by the cyclist (on the back) and the 
other bib number must be worn by the runner (on the stomach).

Swimmer
The timing chip should be worn around the ankle. After swimming you run via the indicated 
route to the transition zone. The timing chip must be passed on to the cyclist at the located place
in the transition zone.

Cyclist
Make sure the helmet is on your head and fastened and wear the bib number (on your back). 
Wait for the swimmer by the bike in the transition zone. Leave your bike in the rack until the 
swimmer has transferred the timing chip and it is attached to your ankle. After the pike part, you
first put your bike in the designated place before the timing chip can be transferred to the 
runner.

Runner
Wear your bib number on the front. Wait for the cyclist at your start number in the transition 
zone. After the cyclist has parked his bicycle in the intended position, the cyclist can transfer the
timing chip. Place the timing chip on your ankle before you start running. Make sure that the 
start number (on your stomach) is clearly visible at the finish.

Finish
A team can finish together. When your team's runner enters the finish zone, the other two team
members may join the runner so that the finish can be crossed together.

PLAN B: DUATHLON (RUN-BIKE-RUN)
Our aim is always that the swimming part can continue, but the safety and health of participants
is paramount. That means if the water quality is not good or the weather conditions are not good
we,, in consultation with the rescue brigade, can decide to cancel the swimming part and replace
it with an extra running part. The triathlon then becomes a Run Bike Run.
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AFTER THE RACE 
MEDAL
After the finish everyone will receive a cool medal. There is also a lot of things that you really 
 like after your race, such as sweets, fruit and drinks.

MYLAPS CHIP
Important: All rented chips must be returned after the race in the appropriate bin positioned 
immediately after the finish. The blue pro chips from Mylaps are very expensive and we have to 
reimburse every chip that is not returned. It is of course possible that you forget to hand in the 
chip on location. When you find that out at home, you can still get it - incl. return the anklet in an
envelope to:
Amsterdam Sport Events BV
Aalsmeerderweg 241-7
1432CM Aalsmeer
If the chip is not handed in by you, we must pass on the costs for reimbursing the chip to you and
we will charge an amount of € 20. We'll send you a little bit for that.

MASSAGE
After your finish, our sports masseurs are ready to give you a well-deserved and free massage. 

RENTED BIKE OR WETSUIT
Return the rented wetsuit or bike to Bijvoet's tent or to the WielRent bus.

MEDAL CEREMONY
We have prizes in five age categories. Daily prizes are awarded at all DTS races. In addition to the
overall winners in the men's, women's and relay teams, there are prize ceremonies for the 
different age categories (Age Groups). For the daily prizes of each race, we assume five Age 
Groups:
– 14-29 years
– 30-39 years
– 40-49 years
– 50-59 years
– 60+

We try to do the medal ceremony for every event as soon as possible after the last contender on a
podium OD or Sprint has finished. We regret that participants have already gone home while we
wanted to put them in the spotlight on stage. Honorary prizes will not be sent! Not sure but feel
like you've won? Then stop by the Mylaps tent and ask if they can tell you if you might have a 
stage.
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CHECKOUT TRANSITION ZONE
The transition area is guarded until 5:00 PM. After the race you can pick up your bike and your 
other belongings in the transition area. Do this as soon as possible after you finish! It is possible 
that your spot is reserved for two different waves. This means that your spot is also reserved for a
participant later in the day. If your bike stays too long, we will put your stuff on the side of the 
transition zone so that room is made for the other participants. You can only enter through the 
bike check-in/check-out tent and show your start number. You can only check out your bike and
bag if your start number matches the number on your bike. When leaving the transition area, 
check carefully whether you have taken all your belongings with you.

RESULTS
The results of the race will be posted on the DTS BOSBAAN website as soon as possible after the
last finisher.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost and found items can be returned during the event and collected at the registration desk. If
you have lost something during the day, please send an email to info@dtseries.nl. If we have 
found your belongings, you can pick them up at our office in Aalsmeer.

MEDICAL SUPPORT
A professional medical team from AES Medical Support ensures the safety and health of 
participants and spectators during the DTS BOSBAAN. A permanent first aid post has been set 
up on the event site. In addition, there are several mobile first aid posts on the course and 2 boats
from the rescue brigade always sail with the swimmers.
Report emergencies immediately to the nearest first aid post or someone else from the 
organization. Employees move to the scene of the emergency as quickly as possible. We request
all participants to follow the instructions of medical personnel in all cases.

Good luck!
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